kate is away: Here, but not here, but always watching
Becca (Becca@hide-2DA43FA7.houston.rr.com) has joined the conversation.
SteveG (~GXO_McDon@hide-2633A8CA.vf.shawcable.net) has joined the conversation.
Phil is away: Rumaging in Fridge
GCTO_Ashworth (GCTO_Ashwo@hide-3B77ABB9.dsl.tulsok.swbell.net) has joined the conversation.
Admiralla (admiralla@hide-2A54DCC2.roadrunner.nf.net) has joined the conversation.
Admiralla is now known as HCMO_Abbott.
Dawn is now known as GOPS_Ashworth.
HTO_Ivanova (~kpcordek@hide-309CC68E.client.insightbb.com) has joined the conversation.
Becca is now known as GCNS_Shirley.
Phil has returned.
Host Phil says:
Welcome all
SteveG says:
well it seems everyone getting into uniform. so i will.
Klordy (~jb523@hide-28B419DE.spa.sc.charter.com) has joined the conversation.
kate has returned.
kate is now known as GCO_Matisse.
SteveG is now known as GXO_McDonald.
Host Phil says:
Welcome klord
HTO_Ivanova says:
Klord
HTO_Ivanova says:
We've missed you.
GXO_McDonald says:
hey john.
Host Klordy says:
Yo phil...
GXO_McDonald says:
hey john i'm bored! :: grins ducks and runs for dear life ::
HTO_Ivanova says:
::feels ignored::
Host Klordy says:
did you pass on my appology?
GXO_McDonald says:
ACTION; activates personal SM shields
Host Phil says:
I think I did
Host Klordy says:
I hope so....
Host Klordy says:
thumb is much better... only twice normal size
HCMO_Abbott says:
Hi John!!!
HTO_Ivanova says:
I got the doctor ticked off
HTO_Ivanova says:
:)
Host Phil says:
Just type with one hand
HTO_Ivanova says:
One finger
Host Klordy says:
Hiya Heather... got your email... glad things seem a bit smoother
GCTO_Ashworth says:
heee! Remembers the Cybersex joke. LOL
HCMO_Abbott says:
::nods:: Good John... Yeah... they do for now....
Host Klordy says:
trust me phil... no way this thumb will make contact with the keyboard
GXO_McDonald says:
still remembers in training with John B and i said i was bored .
HTO_Ivanova says:
How about a vulcan mind meld with the keyboard
HTO_Ivanova says:
John B is he from new zeeland?
HCMO_Abbott says:
::hears John screaming from all the way across the galaxy as his thumb accidentally touches the space bar by habit::
HTO_Ivanova says:
I remember doing that first mission
HTO_Ivanova says:
I thikn something bad happen
GXO_McDonald says:
oh yah John didn't you vapourize me after i said that in training?
HTO_Ivanova says:
Oh,  wait first mission my character was posessed and he fired a phaser at the console
Host Klordy says:
I believe so... bad things happen to bored people
HTO_Ivanova says:
Excitement is not the way of the jedi.
GXO_McDonald says:
yes yes, i seem to remember you torturing me to no end after i said that.
HTO_Ivanova says:
I remember klord as a brutal hapsburg\
HTO_Ivanova says:
:)
HTO_Ivanova says:
just kidding
HTO_Ivanova says:
as a trainer
Turkman (~Turkman@280B08ED.39B43826.3A97D053.IP) has joined the conversation.
HTO_Ivanova says:
hello turkman
Host Klordy says:
Yo Cantay... glad you could make it
Turkman says:
Of course you're glad I could make it
GOPS_Ashworth whispers to Phil:
sorry haven't done a log for the last mission but just received a raw tranny the other night and haven't had time to read it yet
Turkman says:
The world heaves a sigh of relief because I am present (;
Host Klordy says:
::takes it back::
Turkman says:
Hey wait!
Turkman says:
My ego needs that!
HCMO_Abbott says:
Hey Cantay
Host Klordy says:
how long ago was that Steve?
HTO_Ivanova says:
Heather did you like some of my roleplaying?
HTO_Ivanova says:
:)
Turkman says:
Hey Heather
Paul (~Paul@hide-347A74E9.wavecable.com) has joined the conversation.
Turkman says:
Hey Paulie
Paul says:
Hi all
Host Klordy says:
Yo Paul!
Paul says:
Hiya John, Cantay
Host Klordy says:
I'm still kickin dude...
Paul says:
That's good for a man your age.
Turkman says:
Definitely
Host Phil says:
Hey he's my age
Turkman says:
Ha!
Paul says:
Mine too
Turkman says:
You just insulted the... damn
Host Klordy says:
Hmm... Action: the HXO's shorts shrink 4 sizes
HCMO_Abbott says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{Paul}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}
Host Phil says:
5
Paul says:
Follow on action:  Woman of the crew even more impressed.
Paul says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{Heather}}}}}}}}}}}}}}
HTO_Ivanova says:
that would be technically 1/5 his sizwe
Turkman says:
Further follow on action: Verradi becomes psychotic and kills all.
Host Klordy says:
LOL Paul... it's the CO that is well endowed
HTO_Ivanova says:
How about upcoming mission anti-symbiont terrorist take over the haydne
Turkman says:
You can't win here, man
GXO_McDonald says:
naw klordy why not make the hxo's shorts totally disapear? scare the whole crew to death
Paul says:
Hmmm....  gonna give everyone a giant hairball, Cantay?
Turkman says:
Worse, Paul
Host Klordy says:
LOL done that Steve
HTO_Ivanova says:
Cantay is playing a kilrathie
Turkman says:
I'd get wet and start -meowing-
GXO_McDonald says:
heee!
HTO_Ivanova says:
Klord can we have a holodeck episode
Paul says:
ROFL
HTO_Ivanova says:
you know life fair haven
Host Klordy says:
on the bridge as I recall wasn't it Paul?
GXO_McDonald says:
:: perks up ::
Paul says:
A couple of times actually John
Turkman says:
I think my first observer mission was one of those
Host Phil says:
Everyone in the OOC?
Host Klordy says:
ah well....
Turkman says:
It made me remember why I came here
Paul says:
What is it Phil?
Host Phil says:
#Gany
Paul says:
Thanks... wasn't sure that was for both of us.
HTO_Ivanova (~kpcordek@hide-309CC68E.client.insightbb.com) has left the conversation.
HTO_Ivanova (~kpcordek@hide-309CC68E.client.insightbb.com) has joined the conversation.
GXO_McDonald says:
brb
Paul is now known as HXO_Cutter.
HCO_Skye (~actdree@hide-29D5F46.chcgilgm.dynamic.covad.net) has joined the conversation.
EO_Dylan (~Joseph_7C@hide-3C746FF.dialsprint.net) has joined the conversation.
EO_Dylan is now known as HCTO_Nightcloud.
kvolt (~kvolt@hide-2DB326D8.dyn.sprint-hsd.net) has joined the conversation.
GFCO_Huang (IdrisACTD@hide-23FD56C8.centrin.net.id) has joined the conversation.
Turkman is now known as HOPS_Verradi.
Host Klordy  (Actd.mid)
Amber (Amber@hide-32D9C028.lightspeed.net) has joined the conversation.
kvolt (~kvolt@hide-2DB326D8.dyn.sprint-hsd.net) has left the conversation.
Amber is now known as CMO_LtCmdr_Aria.
CMO_LtCmdr_Aria is now known as GCMO_LtCmdr_Aria.
Pam (Pam@hide-125293DF.home.cgocable.net) has joined the conversation.
Host Klordy says:
<<<Resume Mission>>>
Phil is now known as Orb.
GCMO_LtCmdr_Aria is now known as GCMO_Aria.
HCMO_Abbott says:
::in sickbay working on a patient with a broken wrist::
HTO_Ivanova says:
::At tactical 2 with a feeling of pain in her neck:: CTO: Have any ideas on what we can do about the station Sir?
GFCO_Huang says:
::at his station keeping the Ganymede on the opposite side of the station from the hayden::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Trying to catch her breath before trying to attack again::
GCNS_Shirley says:
@::on outpost::  ::wanders where in the galaxy the Ganymede is::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Maintaining that pesky lock on the pesky Captain who is on that bloody outpost::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
:: At tactical monitoring the shields and keeping track of the CO's progress.::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::at Tactical:: TO: Unless you can drum up another sword...nothing.
GOPS_Ashworth says:
::coming from her quarters after calming down her children::
HXO_Cutter says:
::On the bridge, trying to prioritize the ways he was going to kill Sam when she got back....  if she got back::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCTO: Why not try and use telepathic contact with the orb?
Host Orb says:
@::Moves through the air toward the Captains, and grows in intensity::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HTO: You want to risk that? Are you in a hurry to die Ensign?
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Pulling the sword back again, she lets loose another barrage of swings at it.::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Is going to feel bad if this all ends up going sour. -Really- bad. And his grimness would be a good indicator of that if he weren't always so damn grim these days::
GFCO_Huang says:
&XO: all systems stable and we are in position opposite of the Hayden, Sir
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: I am just thinking on how it communicates telepathicly what if we can find something to block telepathic communications.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: Sir.
GCNS_Shirley says:
@::keeps walking some...   trying to figure out what is going on:::
GCMO_Aria says:
::Enters Sickbay and relieves the on-duty physican.::
GOPS_Ashworth says:
<ADD  &  to last line>
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Ens Dungbottom>CMO: Ouch! Do you have to be so rought doc? ::winces again::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
HXO: Shields have dropped by 20% they are still functional, but draining. The Captains are near the orb, but with it's increased emissions, their signatures are getting distorted.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Kii...  I need a way to target the area of the station the power from the quasar is feeding, then a way to shoot it without hurting the Captain or the station crew.  You have five minutes... go.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HTO: Well if you are going to attempt something like that better run it by Commander Cutter.
Host Orb says:
@Action: The swords emit a blaze of red at the orb and push it back in a flash of fire and smoke
GOPS_Ashworth says:
<the beginning of my last line that is>
GCTO_Ashworth says:
<&>
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::After she gets her breath back, draws her sword and swings again, cursing that her overly large breasts were getting in the way::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: Commander Cutter, I was thinking we can try and block out telepathy somehow sir.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: Commander I have no way of controlling the feedback that a weapon strike could cause.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  4 minutes
HCMO_Abbott says:
::scowls:: Ens: And do you have to be so fidgety? I haven't even touched you.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: Commander, think of it as more of a jammer.
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Continues to advance on the orb, taking the other CO's advance into account.......the smoke starts to cloud the room a bit.::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::sighs and goes to work on the impossible::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: Like a jamming radar signals.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HTO:  Prepare it, but do NOT deploy without my order.
GFCO_Huang says:
&:: makes adjustments and looks over the scannerreadouts::
GXO_McDonald says:
:: Scans the station ::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@HCO: Take the right, i'll try to strike from the left.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: I will ask the doctor abbot how to block  a telepathics signal.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Can't help but admire the XO's determination to accomplish the impossible--but that's all he's able to do while trying to maintain an effective transporter lock at the outskirts of the transporters' range::
HOPS_Verradi says:
<4.
HOPS_Verradi says:
<$>
GCMO_Aria says:
::Goes into her office and sits down behind the desk and taps the Yellow button for the communication link to the bridge.::
Host Orb says:
@Action: The Orb grows in size and another green beam knocks the Captains from their feet, and the Orb's hue dulls slightly.
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Sam nodded moving around a little further to the right, continuing to strike out at the orb.......just to be thrown back to the floor.::
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Verradi... in all your spare time, analyize the signal between the quasar and the station.  Can we block it by moving the ship in the way?
GXO_McDonald says:
GCTO: Can you take over this scan of the station for me?
GCMO_Aria says:
*Bridge*:  Bridge this is Dr. Aria, what is the latest status report?
HTO_Ivanova says:
*$HCMO: Doctor Abbot is it possible to block telepathy on a long scale?
GFCO_Huang says:
&GXO: Sir, your orders?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Falls backwards, her rear taking the force of it::
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Getting to her feet, she noticed the color of the orb change slightly.:: @GCO: We're making progress.  Keep at it.
GOPS_Ashworth says:
&::enters a TL and heads to the Gany Bridge, she exits the TL after reaching her destination, she walks to her post, she relieves the OPS officer there and signs on her codes::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$::Does some research on betazoid telepathy::
GXO_McDonald says:
<edit add $ to all my previous lines>
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HOPS: I hope you have a lock on the Captain...
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Gets to her feet and charges to the left of the orb::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::sighs as someone interrupts her and pauses:: $*HTO*: Yes, Ensign... a drug called Lexorin has been known to inhibit telepathic processes...
Host Orb says:
@Action: The lights and systems flucuate, and the Orb Brightens and beginsanother attack on the Captains.
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Clenches his teeth together as he gets the request from the XO--it'll be difficult. But then again, he likes difficulty, so the clenching doesn't last long:: HXO: Aye, sir.
HOPS_Verradi says:
$HCTO: What do you think I'm pushing all of these buttons for?
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&:: Notices OPS walk in and sees that her burns are healed.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$*HCMO: I am talking on a system level or one the station.
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Sam brings her sword up over her shoulder and procedes to strike out again.::
HXO_Cutter says:
$::blinks in surpise at the Starfleet answer from the OPS, but lets it go::
GXO_McDonald says:
$GCTO: See if you can figure out a way to stop that orb.
GCNS_Shirley says:
@COMM: Ganymede: This is Lt. Becca Shirley.  I am the new CNS on your ship.  If i could please be beamed aboard.. or something....
GXO_McDonald says:
<eidt to &>
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Hates being questioned like that. Of COURSE he has a lock... and now he will run the sensors to check for what that beam is like::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Continues to follow Sams lead::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: The doctor told me a drug called Lexorinn can inhibit telepathy.
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Sam takes her sword and punches the tip directly in at the orb with a furious burst of strength.::
Host Orb says:
@::Turns toward the left, and takes a blow from HCO's Sword and is slammed back through a bulkhead into the next room.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HOPS: No harm Verradi I was just asking before I attempt to cut a section of the station off.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HTO:  And what do you think this will do for us?
GCTO_Ashworth says:
& GXO: Yes sir, Commander. But just a warning that thing eats phasers and spits them back at us.
HCMO_Abbott says:
::places her hand gently under Dungbottom's wrist and holds it steady as she uses the osteoregenerator:: *$HTO*: I'm a doctor, Ensign, not an engineer. If it doesn't pertain to anything organic then I don't know.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: Feel the station of it in  a gaseous form.
GXO_McDonald says:
&COMM: CNS: Welcome aboard..
GCMO_Aria says:
<Edit & to all my lines>
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Doesn't bother to acknowledge the CTO--it's not like he has time either. Checking sensors and maintaining a frail lock is very difficult::
GXO_McDonald says:
&GOPS: Please try to beam the new CNS aboard.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  $::spins around and faces the HCTO::  Kii...  that orb has to be getting power from somewhere, right?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: Ok sir I got it, I'll cut the section off with a concentrated phaser burst.
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Dungbottom>::screams and yanks back his hand:: CMO: Ahh!! What was that?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@HCO: Nice shot....::Follows where ther orb was hit::
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Checks to make sure the GCO is alright.......and then heads after the orb again, vaulting herself into the next room to follow the orb.::
Host Orb says:
@Action: The Orb is clouded in smoke. The only sound heard is crackling circuits.
GCMO_Aria says:
&*GBridge*: This is Dr. Aria, a status report please.  ::Sounding "irritated" at being ignored the first time.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: Any info on the station?
GOPS_Ashworth says:
&::nods at the orders given from the GXO and tries to beam the news CNS on board::
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  We can do that and keep the rest of the structure secure?
GFCO_Huang says:
&XO: We are not being attacked, maybe that means the Orb is attacking the Captains
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Following the crackling sound, Sam cuts her sword up through the smoke.::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::narrows her eyes and glares at him:: Dungbottom: Perhaps the sensation of your bones healing? Or would you prefer the intense feeling of pain you were experiencing before....
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: If I can make the correct cut, sure we can.
HTO_Ivanova says:
@HCTO: Maybe at a line
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCTO: Return fire on whatevers attacking us.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GXO: Commander, the orbs power is being drawn through the stations power generator.
HCMO_Abbott says:
<Dungbottom>::holds out his hand again:: CMO:... oh....
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Contact the Gany... tell them our intentions, see if they have an objections.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: Something like a eps field on teh station to disrupt power.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Coughs and tries to make her way through the smoke::
HTO_Ivanova says:
<edit field to grid
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HTO: Let's try this first.
GFCO_Huang says:
&*GCMO* We are not under attack, ma'am however I am not sure about the situation of the Captain
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCTO: Oh really.. well then. CTO, lock a low level phaser on the power generators and knock them out.
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Sees some results--unpleasant results, but results nonetheless--from his scans. He briefly turns back to the XO to relay them:: HXO: The beam is highly concentrated and extremely tight. There is no way that we would be able to block it.
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Finds herself having difficulty breathing........which is compounded by both the size of her chest and the smoke filled room.::
HCMO_Abbott says:
::lets off a frustrated breath and continues healing Dungbottom's wrist::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$COM: Gany: This is the Hayden, we are going to attempt to cut away the section the power is coming into from the quasar.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HOPS:  Understood.  ::growls a little under his breath::
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Goes back to the time-intensive job of keeping a transporter lock at long range::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: Doesn't the intreprid have a subspace weapon?
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Lock phasers and stand by to fire.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GXO: Aye, Commander. :: Sets phasers and fires off a short burst.::
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Gives a strong cut up through the smoke::
GCMO_Aria says:
&*GFCO*:  How long has it been since contact with her has been made either directly or indirectly?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::concentrates the beam to a fine point, then stands by:: HXO: Phasers locked.
Host Orb says:
@Action: The Captains climb through the smoke and debris, only to be blasted off their feet as the Orb zooms past, heading out of the opening.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Waves her sword to clear the smoke::
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Fire!
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Falls back as the orb blasts by heading for the opening.  She jumps to her feet again, sprinting after the orb.::
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Takes a break from his monitoring to watch the phasers streak out to cut off a part of the station::
GFCO_Huang says:
&*GCMO* We have a lock on her, but the vitalsigns are varying every minute, ma'am
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@HCO: Ah sh...!! :: falls on to her back:: you have to be kidding me...
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::fires at the section of the station, cutting a section away::
Host Klordy says:
Action: the Hayden's phasers are met by an unknown shield
Host HCO_Skye says:
@GCO: I wish it were.  Let's go. ::Nods her head in the direction of the orb.::
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCTO: what was the result?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::shakes his head in disgust:: HXO: The station is shielded! Damn!
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Shakes his head with vague dissatisfaction and continues monitoring that lock::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Gets to her knees, then fully stands.  Brushing herself off heads off after it::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: What about using a massive emp pulse weapon
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  SON OF....  Can you punch through it?
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Together with the GCO Sprints after the orb.::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HTO: We do that and the whole station could lose power.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GXO: No damage to the station, but the orb is weakening, sir.
GCMO_Aria says:
&*GFCO*: Please allow me to log into those readings from here.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: The shield is not a station system, its coming from somewhere else.
GCNS_Shirley says:
&::working self to bridge to report in::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&:: Continues firing increasing the duration of the phaser barrage.::
GFCO_Huang says:
&*GCMO* I am rerouting the vital signs to you in sickbay, ma'am.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: How about using the warp core to cause a subspace pulse to block the quaser?
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Contact the Gany....  see if they noted anything when we fired.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@HCO: When i get back...i'm going to sleep for a week...::Gets her sword up to get ready for another strick::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$COM: Gany: DId you read anything when we hit the shield at the station?
Host Orb says:
@Action the orb's glow dull's even more , then brightens a bit and blasts a hle in the wall and exits.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: As in purposefly down breach?
HTO_Ivanova says:
<edit down to done>
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HTO: The beam from the quasar is too powerful for anything we have to block it.
Host HCO_Skye says:
@GCO: Sleep is one of the things I will do......
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCTO: Could a warp core breach disrupt it?
GCMO_Aria says:
&::Logs into the bridge sensors for bio med after the GFCO set her access.::  *GFCO*:  I am receiving.  Thank-you.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HTO: A warp core breach??? You suggesting we dump our core and blow it??
GFCO_Huang says:
&COM: Hayden: We saw a temporary drop in the orbs power but thats it, sir
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Again follows after the orb.  Making it through the hole and raising her sword, she brings it down on the top of it.::
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Is still watching that lock. Like a hawk.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: The past might disrupt the quaser link.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GOPS: Please send this information to the Hayden. Use low level phaser attack on the stations power generator.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: They read a temporary drop in power Commander.
Host HCO_Skye says:
@GCO: It's heading toward power generation.......toward the reactors........We need to cut it off.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@HCO: where is this thing going? ::Tries to hit it again::
GCMO_Aria says:
&::Reviews the vital sign readings of the Away Team in particular the Captains.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: You have any idea the power and emp pulse from a breach.
Host Orb says:
@Action: A shower of red and green sparks erupt as the Captains hit their mark.
GCNS_Shirley says:
&::Finds a turbolift and tries to get it to go to the bridge::  ::exits out on bridge looking for who is in charge of the bridge::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HTO: Sure I do, that is not a option Ensign.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Coordinate with the Gany CTO.  I want full sustained phaser blasts on that shield.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: They are going to try a low level phaser attack on the power generator.
Host HCO_Skye says:
@GCO: We need to get between it and the reactors.
Host Orb says:
@::Brightens again, as the lights dim and moves off down  the corridorr
HXO_Cutter says:
$HTO:  Take phaser station 1 and monitor phasers.  We're going to be doing sustained busts and I don't want them overloading
GCNS_Shirley says:
&GOPS: CNS. Becca Shirley, the new counsoler is here  reporting for dutty....
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: Yes sir, :: Moniters the phasers::
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::shields her eyes and arms from the sparks that rain down on them........when she raises her eyes, she sees the orb head off again.  GCO: You wanna follow it.  I'm going to head to the reactors and head it off.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Negative...  it won't get through the shields.  Tell them to fire full power on the shield.
GOPS_Ashworth says:
&:: looks at the GCTO and sends the pertinent information to the Hayden, sends a text message stating that they are to use a low level phaser attack in the station's power generator::::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Runs full blast to try and get in front of it::  HCO: Deal!
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  In the meantime, fire our phasers now.
GFCO_Huang says:
&::turns around to see the new CNS, and turns back again to his work::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::sends one back saying it won't penetrate the shield, go to full power::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::fires phasers at the power generator::
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Splits off from the GCO and makes a direct line for the reactors trying to head the orb off::
Host Klordy says:
Action: again the phasers are met by a shield which glows with a green power
GOPS_Ashworth says:
&::looks up and see the new CNS::  GCNS:  Welcome aboard, take a sit for a moment.  ::point to the seat indicated::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GOPS: Thank you Commander. Sustaining phaser barrage on the power generator.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: Why not massive torp spread and phaser fires.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::continues to fire phasers::
GCMO_Aria says:
&::Notes high levels of adreneline in the AT members as well as areas of lactic acid buildup in their muscles.::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Tries to hit the orb as she tries to run beside it::
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Almost whistles a bar from My Fair Lady before remembering where he is. It's easy to forget those things when you're doing the same routine over and over again. But the lock is still good!::
GCNS_Shirley says:
&GOPS:  Alright ....  ::takes the seat::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@ORB: Why can't you just die already!
HXO_Cutter says:
$HOPS:  Now that we know there is a shield there, have you considered what that's going to do to your transporter lock if I order the Captain beamed up?
Host Klordy says:
Action: the shield pulses and nearly dims then comes back to full power
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Hopes the GCO is able to slow it down just a bit so she can get around it.  Continues running through the corridors, realizing she's getting close to the reactor.::
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Aux power to phasers.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::fires away at the shields::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HOPS: Can you divert aux power to the phasers for me?
HXO_Cutter says:
$HTO:  Increase phaser power.  I want those phasers as hot as they can get.
Host Orb says:
@Action: Dulls more and almost drops to the deck as power drops , and then brightens and moves ahead.
GFCO_Huang says:
&::tries to keep the Gany in a good position for thhe firing:: GCTO: Im trying to keep the Gany steady, just inform me is you need another angle on the station, sir
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCTO: whats the status of the power grid?
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Raises his eyebrows in that classic human expression as he turns back to the XO again:: HXO: Unless that shield popped up within the last five minutes, it's always been there and it hasn't been effecting us so far.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@ Orb: die die die...:: hits it somemore::
HXO_Cutter says:
$HOPS:  You haven't tried to beam yet, now have you?
Host Klordy says:
Action: the shield changes frequency and reflects the phaser fire back at the ships bur only for a nanosecond then it resumes dispersing the energy
HTO_Ivanova says:
$:: Increases phaser power::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::feels the impact::
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Turns back around to give the phasers some of the power reserved for the sensors and secondary systems:: CTO: Done.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: No damage, continuing to fire.
Host Orb says:
@::Bounces off the wall in a shower of sparks , and returns a blast at the Captain.::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GXO: Sir, the phasers are doing no damage to the power generator as stated before, but it is having an effect on the orb.
GFCO_Huang says:
&::feels the shuddering and tries to compensate::
HXO_Cutter says:
$HOPS:  Divert remaining power to the shields
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Rocks just a tad as a result of the phaser reflection:: HXO: Point taken. I'll see what I can to get around it. And yes, sir.
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Realizes she's coming up on the reactor.......making her way inside the room, she looks around......not seeing the orb, she tries to telepathically stretch out......sensing it, she heads that direction, coming at it from opposite direction of the GCO.  Begins an attack against it from the opposite directly.  Pulling her sword back, striking it.
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Diverts remaining auxiliary power to shields and starts looking for way to knock out that shield or bypass it... just in case::
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCTO: fire phasers full power and put in a full spread of torpedos on the shield to lets see how much we can weaken
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Slows down and falls after being it::
HOPS_Verradi says:
<Post before last post, "can do to get" as opposed to "can to get">
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Give me a spread of torpedos against the shield
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: Phasers still seem to be fine.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HTO:  Excellent... keep them going
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: Phasers overheating a bit.
Host HCO_Skye says:
@GCO: Hang in there.....::Brings her sword up into the belly of the orb.::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::targets and fires a spread of torps at the shield::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$::Changes freeuncy variance of phasers::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GFCO: We're going to have to try a different tack. We are getting pelted by our own fire, but if you could try moving us on vectors away from the reflections, it might be a great help.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Gets up slowey:: HCO: took you long enough...:: begins to attack again::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: What about a shuttle getting through a brief hole in the shild?
Host HCO_Skye says:
@GCO: You did a better job holding it back than I expected.
Host Klordy says:
Action: the Torpedos cause the shield to dim once again and it is slower to regain power... yet... it goes
Host Klordy says:
<does>
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Again... torpedos, full spread
GFCO_Huang says:
&GCTO: Aye, Sir :: moves the ganymade so that the reflection SHOULD not hit them::
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Pulls her sword away from the orb's underbelly and strikes out at it again......trying to put her sword straight through the middle.::
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCTO: whats the status of the shields?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::targets and fires again::
GCMO_Aria says:
&::Notes that the two Captains are in control of their movements, however their reasoning processors are being affected by an outside source, presumably the orb which has them potentially making decisions they would not ordinarily make.::
Host Orb says:
@:: IS slammed up against the ceiling, pieces of bulkhead shredding every where::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GXO: Aye commander. GFCO: Prepare for evasive manuvers. :: Fires high beam phasers and full spread of torpedoes.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@HCO: Oh thanks! your confidence in me is amazing
GCTO_Ashworth says:
<:: at the end>
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: Should we try crashing a shuttle into the  station's shields Sir?
GFCO_Huang says:
&::keys in the commands:: GCTO: Evasive maneuvers, aye sir
Host Orb says:
@::Brightens and blasts the two Captains , and dashes into the reactor room>
Host Klordy says:
Action: the last phaser blast causes the shield to flare up with brilliant energy and it flashes out of existance
GCNS_Shirley says:
&::just watches the bridge::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: Shields out!
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCTO: status of the shield?
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Cease fire
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::ceases fire::
GCMO_Aria says:
&::Additionally notes that the two Captain's bust size has increased significantly and wonders how their uniforms are staying on them.::
Host HCO_Skye says:
@GCO: Not what I meant.....I thought this thing had more juice in it.......::Is thrown back against the wall.......realizing where the orb went, rolls to her feet and sprints into the reactor room......breathing quite heavily.::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GXO: The shield is down. I hope those torps find their mark.
GXO_McDonald says:
&:: Looks around and sees a new face :: walks up :: CNS: Counsellor welcome aboard. whats yoru take on the situation.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Target the power generators and fire!
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: We can beam a team down sir.
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCTO: SO do I. ready another volley just in case.
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Trying to put herself between the orb and the reactor.......swinging wildly at the orb trying to stop it.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::targets the power generator and fires phasers::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::On the floor:: Self: oh give it up all ready...:: gets up and races after it::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GXO: Aye, sir. :: Fires a second full spread just for good measure.::
Host Klordy says:
Action: fire rips through the station near the reactor
GCNS_Shirley says:
&::jumps up as the XO speaks to me::   GXO:  Not sure but all i know it is a lot of confusion around... Sir...
GCMO_Aria says:
&::Completes a preliminary report of the AT health and forwards it to the GXO as priority.::  *GXO*: Commander, I have just sent a priority AT health report to your console.
Host Orb says:
@Action: The Orb stops directly opposite the reactor and pulses bright as the reactor slows.
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCNS: Any insight into the crew or the situation right now would be greatly appreciated.
Host Klordy says:
Action: bulkheads fall all around the CO's
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Shields her eyes from the flames.....still trying to best the orb.::
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCTO: YOu have a lock on the captain?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Tries to turn off the reactor::
GCNS_Shirley says:
&GXO: I will let you know if i can get  anything Sir....
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCNS: Thank you.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$::Keeps monitering phasers::
GCNS_Shirley says:
&GXO: Your welcome.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HTO:  Take over Ops for right now.  Ensure we have a lock on the Captain.
GFCO_Huang says:
&GXO: Shall I get us closer so we might get a better lock, sir?
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Tries to keep away from crumbling walls while keeping an eye on the orb.......::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: Yes sir.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$::moves overs to ops::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: Direct hit sir.
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Moving solely on adrenaline she brings her sword to bear on the orb one more time.::
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCTO: see if you can get a lock on the captain and a comm open.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$::Tries to maintain lokc::]
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Tries to cut off the power for the orb::
HXO_Cutter says:
$HTO:  If you have a lock on the CO's, beam ours here and Gany's to them.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: A probe might make us maintain a lock better.
Host Klordy says:
Action: a beam falls and lands on the HCO pinning her under it
HTO_Ivanova says:
$::beams the HCO back to the hayden and ganny co back to ganny::
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Groans in pain as she's pinned under a beam.....struggling to get free.::
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Looks up at the GCO:: GCO: Get it.  Don't worry about me.  Get the orb.
HTO_Ivanova says:
<edit attempts to beam::
Host Klordy says:
Action the CO's materialize on their respective ships
Host GCO_Matisse says:
@::Hears something and looks behind her:: HCO:If your sure...what the...
GCMO_Aria says:
&*GXO*: Please acknowledge receipt of priority AT health status report.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&All: what am i doing here!
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: I have a lock on the station to finish it off.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HTO:  ARe the Captains beamed up?
GFCO_Huang says:
&CXO: I'm bringing us to a save distance from the station , sir :: backs the Gany away::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: They seem to be Comm: Ganny your captain with  you ganymade.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GCO: Did you destroy the orb, Captain?
GXO_McDonald says:
&* GCMO* I got it. thank you!.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&GCTO: No! who beamed me back!
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Any life signs left down there?
Host Orb says:
@Action: The Orb glows bright and attempts to blast through the hull into space rupturing the reactor core.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::scans for life signs::
Host HCO_Skye says:
@::Looks up from the vantage point of the floor:: What the hell ::.......realizing that she has nothing on her top half, she quickly crosses her arms over her chest.::  am I doing here?
HXO_Cutter says:
$::eyes Sam appreciatively, but is too busy to really enjoy it::
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GCO: Not us. :: Looks to OPS for confirmation.::
Host Klordy says:
Action: the reactor on the station begins a core breach
GCMO_Aria says:
&:: Hears someone say Captain in the background of the COMM, and rushes out of her office grabbing her Med Kit and rushes to the bridge like a bat out of H*ll::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: Core breach on the station !
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Quick!  Life signs?
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Raises his eyebrows at the lovely things on his console:: HXO: What he said.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&GXO: Was it you?!
GOPS_Ashworth says:
&GCO:  I had nothing to do with beaming you back.
GCMO_Aria says:
&*GXO*: Did I just hear someone say Captain and the Captain speak up there?
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCO: I gave the order to get a lock on you nothing more.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: Everyone was off sir, no lifesigns.
GFCO_Huang says:
&GXO: We have a corebreach in progress on the station, sir, I need to back uss off even further ::keys in the commands::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&GOPS: Find who beamed us back
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Then fire those damn phasers...  I want that station and orb gone.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GCO/GXO:  Generator breach is imminent on the station. Suggest we retreat a safe distance.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: Suggest we back off.
GXO_McDonald says:
&*GCMO* Yes she seems to be in okay but come on up.
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Prepares to get the Kayden out of there::
GCMO_Aria says:
&::Orders the TL she rushed into to the bridge under medical emergency clearance so it doesn't stop along the way.::
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCTO/GFCO: DO it.
HXO_Cutter says:
HFCO:  BAck us off.
Host HCO_Skye says:
$::Still squeezing her arms crossed over her rather large chest.::  All: Why were we beamed back?  The orb will kill us all if we aren't allowed to best it.
HXO_Cutter says:
<$HFCO>
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::fires a final burst as they back off::
GOPS_Ashworth says:
&GCO:  The signal is being bounced around and is hard to get a proper reading.
GFCO_Huang says:
&::finishes entering the commands and enggages::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&:: Sits down in her seat:: OPS: Get me the hadyen CO
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCO:  I beamed you back Sam...  and the orb won't be a problem in about 10 seconds.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCO: The orb will be blown up with that breach ma'am.
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::As he is sitting at the helm, he goes ahead and backs them off::
GCMO_Aria says:
&::Steps out of the lift and rushes over to the large busted Captain.:: GXO: Thank-you for inviting me.  GCO: Captain, how do you feel?
Host HCO_Skye says:
$::Quickly moves to the replicator and orders a new shirt........with her back to everyone on the bridge, quickly dons her shirt and turns around.::
HXO_Cutter says:
$<HFCO>  Moving away sir.
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCO: I'd like to suggest you take it easy for a day or two. You've been though alot.
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Had somehow missed seeing the CO. Darn::
HXO_Cutter says:
<Edit out last>
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GCMO: It was me you heard, and you're welcome.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::shakes his head:: HCO: Glad to see you are back in one piece....sorta.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&::Is very emotion and angry:: CMO: Please doc...back up please..i'll see you in a bit
GOPS_Ashworth says:
&GCO:  Aye.  ::gets the Hayden CO on the COMM for her CO as ordered::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$::HCO: In coming comm from  from ganymade.
Host HCO_Skye says:
$HCTO: Uhuh.......too much of me is back......without enough to cover me.
Host HCO_Skye says:
$HTO: On speakers.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::laughs::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$::On speakers::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&HCO: We still breathing over there?
Host Klordy says:
Acrion: the station dissapears in a flash of white heat
Host HCO_Skye says:
$GCO: Breathing, yes.......a little heavily, but breathing nonetheless.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&:: Monitors the core on the station watching it go critical.::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HCO, HXO: Station has been destroyed.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&HCO: Can we tell if its ....gone?
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: Will things be back to normal sir?
Host Orb says:
$&Action:  Both Captain hear a final voice...~~~It is done, you are the last of the line.~~~
GCMO_Aria says:
&::Makes a quick assessment of the Captain's mental status and regards her to be in full faculties.:: CO: Very well Captain as you wish.  However, I believe you might like this.  ::Hands her a jacket.::
HXO_Cutter says:
$HOPS:  Scan the area...  any sign of the the power readings or the orb?
Bob_SM (~rbaldwin2@A0929FD.BF0B0CF6.1F8C6754.IP) has joined the conversation.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HTO: I don't know if this ship will ever be normal Ensign. ::grins::
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Initiates a scan:: HXO: Checking, sir.
CSO_SoTsoh (~ACTDKarri@hide-3647262A.valenc01.az.comcast.net) has joined the conversation.
Host HCO_Skye says:
$GCO: Well......we haven't......returned to our normal size, so I don't know.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&::Sighs heavilly:: HCO: Time for bed....and a hot shower....
Host Orb says:
Action: No sign of the Orb can be detected.
Host HCO_Skye says:
$GCO: And a breast reduction........Damn, my back is killing me.
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Sighs a small sigh of relief:: HXO: No traces of the orb on sensors, sir.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCO:  No way!
HTO_Ivanova says:
#HCO: The wicked witch of the west is dead.
Host HCO_Skye says:
$HXO: If you wanna wear them.......feel free to make that decision.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HOPS:  ::slumps back in his chair::  Very well
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&HCO: we are the last...that means were related ?
GFCO_Huang says:
&::Sets the ganymede on a course next to the Hayden::
Host HCO_Skye says:
$GCO: Related?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HXO: Stand down from Red Alert sir?
GCMO_Aria says:
&::Blushes at the CO's talk of surgery.::
Host Klordy says:
Action: deep within the quasar a small green glow pulses dimmly
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GCO/GXO: Sensors show no sign of the orb.
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCO: As my final act in this mission, I'm goin to order you to bed..
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  Stand down from Red Alert.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::goes to condition green::
HXO_Cutter says:
$HOPS: Coordinate damage control parties, commence repairs.
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCTO: Set us back to cruising condition.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$All: I could go for a pot of black coffee.
HOPS_Verradi says:
$HXO: As always, sir. ::Presses the requisite buttons on his console to cause damage control teams to scurry about the ship::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&HCO: Don't worry, just over thinking here, sorry, i guess we shall part ways now
GCMO_Aria says:
&::Nods agreement to Dr XO.:: GXO: Perhaps she will listen to you better than she listens to me.
Host HCO_Skye says:
$GCO: Well......if we weren't before......we are bonded in way that few women are........we were both endowed with swords and......other things.......not many women can say that.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GXO: Aye Commander. :: Goes to condition Green.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: How about risa, i Think starfleet owes us.
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCMO: I doubt it. but who knows :: chuckles and smiles at the CO ::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCO: Captain, I apologize if i offended you on this mission.
Host HCO_Skye says:
$::Walks to the doors to the turbolift......all sense of adrenaline have left her.:: HXO:   I'm going to shower and sleep.....you have the bridge.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO/HOPS:  ::turns around to face them::  You two in particular did a superb job in a tough situation....   well done.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::looks at Jayden:: HXO: I can handle things if you two want some time.
Host HCO_Skye says:
HTO: Let's just forget it all.
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCO:  What!  You took the whole mission off!
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HXO: Hey I think I did a good job.
GFCO_Huang says:
&::does a check up of all navigational and engine systems:: GXO: All Systems back to normal, sir
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GCO: I know this gem of a vacation planet, Captain.
GCMO_Aria says:
&GXO: We could always get her to rest by helping her reduce her physique.  ::Raises eyebrows and smiles a bit.::
GCNS_Shirley says:
&::stands up and looks around::
Host HCO_Skye says:
$HXO: Took the mission off?  No.......other things, but not the mission.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&GXO: I like that order...i'm going to bed...:: drags herself to the turbolift, and hears the CTO:: Lets set course for risa...i need a vacation.
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCMO: :: chuckles :: probably a good idea..
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Turns back slowly and inclines his head somewhat in thanks, though he is definitely much too bashful at this point to do much else. Really, he can't stop castigating himself::
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCTO:  You know what?  That's a great idea Kii.  You have the bridge.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::nods:: HXO: Thank you sir.
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCO: Can you send a request for leave for risa for the crew.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$::grins as he steps down to the center seat::
HXO_Cutter says:
$HCO:  Wait up Sam....  ::grins::  A shower sounds about right.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GCO: Now there's a good Captain. Always thinking of the crew.
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCO: See you in 8 hours. GCTO: Set lighting for the night watch.
Host Orb says:
Action: The two ships flash their running lights in a gesture of goodwill as they depart for their respective home bases.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
&::As the doors shut, tries not to fall asleep and makes her way to her quarters::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HTO: Susan take the helm, set a course for home starbase if you please, warp 5.
Host HCO_Skye says:
$HXO: Hand the bridge over then......and let's go.
GOPS_Ashworth says:
::is relieved that her Captain is back safe.::
GOPS_Ashworth says:
<&>
GCMO_Aria says:
&G Bridge Crew: And if she arrives sooner than that, notify me PDQ.
GCTO_Ashworth says:
&GXO: Aye Commander. :: Makes it so.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$::takes helm and sets a course warp 5: HCTO: Aye aye sir. How about we send a request for risa?
GCNS_Shirley says:
&::looks around::
Host Klordy says:
Action: as the XO enters the CO's quarters he pauses and orders an extra small towel
GXO_McDonald says:
&GCMO: She wont arrive that soon. I will pull rank as a doctor if she does.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Gets to her quarters, and collapes on her bed, asleep instanly::
HOPS_Verradi says:
$::Coordinates the repair teams and the flight through space as it seems this lovely episode is more or less finished.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
$HCTO: Maybe they need some politcal problems solved
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
$HOPS: Verradi great job today, sorry if I have offended you in any way.
Host Klordy says:
<<<End Mission>>>

